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The home of pantomime will welcome back Palladium panto favourites Paul Zerdin, Nigel Havers and Gary Wilmot as well as the return of some past stars of the Palladium’s festive treat Ashley Banjo & Diversity and Charlie Stemp. Making their Palladium Panto debuts will be West End sensations Beverley Knight and Jac Yarrow. Celebrating the very best of pantomime, with comedy in abundance and big show-stopping numbers, this star-filled extravaganza will play to a socially distanced audience for three weeks only. If you love pantomime, Pantoland at The Palladium is the place to be this Christmas!

The London Palladium (/pəˈleɪdiˌʊm/) is a Grade II* West End theatre located on Argyll Street, London, in the famous area of Soho. The theatre holds 2,286 seats. Of the roster of stars who have played there, many have televised performances. Between 1955 and 1969 Sunday Night at the London Palladium was held at the venue, which was produced for the ITV network. The show included a performance by The Beatles on 13 October 1963. One national paper's headlines in the following days coined the term This Palladium return calculator also includes daily inflation estimates to estimate a true total return between two dates. Was it a good investment? On this page we present a palladium return calculator. Enter any two dates since April, 2 1990, and we will compute the annualized and total returns on a palladium investment. Optionally, adjust the returns for inflation (CPI). An Inflation Adjusted Palladium Return Calculator. Sources and Credits on the Palladium Return Calculator. Inflation is based on the CPI-U from the Bureau of Labor Statistics. We use interpolation and extrapolation to present daily inflation indices; please see our original article, the Daily Inflation Calculator, for the full details on the methodology.